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PDX → Israel 2020 
Jewish Federation of Greater Portland 

Community Trip to Israel 
March 19-28, 2020 

 

Daily Track Choices 
(Tracks itinerary as of September 9, 2019; subject to change) 

 
 
 

Day 2: Friday, March 20th-Explore Tel Aviv 
 

• Optional: 06:30-07:30am - Early morning activities along Tel Aviv’s iconic ‘tayelet’ beachfront 
promenade.  Activity choices can include (choose one per person):  
 

1. Walk 
2. Run 
3. Yoga 
4. Krav Maga 
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Day 3: Saturday, March 21st-Shabbat in Tel Aviv 
 
After breakfast, enjoy your choice from the following morning options (choose one per person): 
 

1. Visit BINA-The Jewish Movement for Social Change.  BINA combines Jewish learning, social action 
and community building running cultural, social and educational programs that reach more than 
50,000 from Israel and abroad each year. With a range of activities that is broad and diverse, all 
their programs work together to serve its mission; to strengthen Israel as a democratic, pluralistic 
and just society.  There, participate in an interactive Limmud Workshop- Shabbat, Social Justice, 
and Modern Israel.  
 

2. Visit the recently renovated Beit Hatfutsot-Museum of the Jewish People. Beit Hatfutsot is a 
global center for Jews worldwide that plays a pivotal role as a vibrant, dynamic and interactive 
educational and cultural institution, strengthening Jewish identity and perpetuating Jewish 
heritage globally.  Teens will especially love its new exhibition, Heroes – Trailblazers of the Jewish 
People, providing a refreshing view of what it really means to be a hero. Visitors will meet different 
types of Jewish heroes throughout our history including scientists, intellectuals, leaders, 
revolutionaries, cultural figures, athletes and more – men and women with unique talents. This 
remarkable and diverse selection represents the heroism of our people through history, while 
showing that success has many different faces.  
 

3. Explore the renowned Tel Aviv Museum, widely considered to be the most important museum for 
contemporary art in Israel.  Guided by one of the museum curators, we will explore the museum 
collection and the architecture of its award-winning new wing.  

 

4. Tel Aviv, Israel’s ‘Capital of Cool’, is also the home of a large, vibrant and colorful LGBTQIA 
community. Embark on a walking Rainbow tour of the White city and discover the secrets of the 
largest LGBT community in Israel. Walk through all the important ‘pink points’ while learning about 
the events that shape and continue to impact this unique community.  
 

5. Surf’s Up! Spend a fun day relaxing at Tel Aviv’s award-winning Mediterranean Beach! 
 

6. Visit Sarona, a newly renovated neighborhood that combines a unique architectural history with a 
dynamic urban experience.  The renewed colony includes an urban park, surrounded by accurately 
restored original buildings of the initial German Templar settlement which have been transformed 
into elegant cafes, ritzy restaurants, high-end art galleries and an assortment of specialty shops.  
At the trendy Sarona Market, have an opportunity to grab lunch from one of the many terrific food 
stalls featuring the best artisanal culinary selections. 
 

7. On a walking tour, discover the hidden gems of Tel Aviv (Shomer Shabbat-friendly).  
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Day 5: Monday, March 23rd-Discovering the NORTH! -Your Way! 
 
Participants to choose from one of the following five tracks:  
 

1. Track One: Israel’s Northern Borders-A Beautiful Home in a Tough Neighborhood Family Friendly  
 

• Depart the hotel, meet with Col. (Res.) Kobi Marom and begin the day with a visit of Metula 
overview – a scenic view towards Israel northern city, Metula, Lebanon's Ayun Valley and Mt. 
Hermon   

• Drive to the nearby community of Sha’ar Yishuv, and experience a moment of memorial and 
reflection at the serene Helicopter Memorial, commemorating the tragic loss of 73 IDF soldiers 
in 1997 when their helicopters, transporting them to combat operations in Lebanon, tragically 
collided mid-air.  Together with Kobi, who was the commander of many of the soldiers, explore 
the history and heritage of the disaster and its place in the modern Israeli narrative. 

• Next, participate in a thrilling ATV tour of the Golan Heights! Stopping at important locations 
along the way, learn about the history of Israel's possession of the strategic plateau during the 
Six Day War and its retention of it during the Yom Kippur War. Hear why, despite efforts to the 
contrary, the Israeli consensus is to hold on to the region in any future peace accord. 

• Have lunch in a local Druze Village.  Learn about the intriguing history and heritage of the Druze 
in this region of the country while enjoying a home hospitality lunch. 

• Visit the Screaming Hill, Syrian border 

• Afterwards, travel to Kibbutz Ein Zivan and visit the award-winning Pelter Winery for a 
delicious wine tasting.   

o For families: Visit the adjacent De Karina Chocolate Factory and enjoy a chocolate-
making workshop. 
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2. Track Two: Rising from the Battlefield Family Friendly 
 

• Begin the day at the ancient biblical city of Tel Dan.  Positioned at what was the northernmost 
extent of the Kingdom of Israel, Tel Dan will expose us to a pristine display of excavated city 
walls and buildings, some of which date back to the city's inception during the Bronze Age. 

• From the vantagepoint of Tel Dan, look over the border with Lebanon.  There, Captain (Res.) 
Ilan Shulman will brief you on the numerous strategic and geopolitical challenges facing the 
region.  See the nearby divided Shi’ite Muslim village of Ghajar, through which the international 
border passes. 

• Next, ascend the Golan Heights. 

• Drive to nearby Kibbutz Merom Golan for a delicious hospitality lunch OR picnic lunch (subject 
to availability). 

• Next, participate in a thrilling Jeep tour of the Golan Heights! Stopping at important locations 
along the way, learn about the history of Israel's possession of the strategic plateau during the 
Six Day War and its retention of it during the Yom Kippur War. Hear why, despite efforts to the 
contrary, the Israeli consensus is to hold on to the region in any future peace accord. 

• Conclude the day at Katzrin’s Kesem Hagolan center and enjoy a beer tasting at the on-site 
Golan Brewery. 

o For families and teens: Get a taste of what ancient Jewish life on the Golan Heights was 
like at the Park Katzrin Talmudic Village, where you will have a chance to don period-
era clothing, make olive oil and meet some of the locals! 
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3. Track Three: Tastes of the Galilee (Kosher-Style – winery not kosher) 
 

• Depart the hotel for an unforgettable day with Galileat dedicated to authentic culinary 
experiences, exclusively designed to show you a side of the Galilee that even many locals don’t 
know. 

• Begin the day at Ein Camonim’s goat cheese dairy.  Tour the goat herd and production facility, 
followed by a cheese tasting. 

• Next, visit the Jahashan olive press at Moshav Calanit for a series of olive oil tastings and an 
explanation on the production process. 

• Continue to the village of Deir Hanna and visit the El Balad flour mill & bakery.  See how local 
bulgur wheat is made, flour is milled, and real pita bread is baked (with tastings, of course!). 

• Travel to the village of Salame and visit the home of Ziad and Zaada Sueid for an explanation 
about local Bedouin traditions and lifestyle followed by an authentic Bedouin meal. 

• At the nearby community of Lotem, enjoy a tour and tastings at the Lotem organic winery, one 
of only 3 certified organic wineries in Israel (winery – non-kosher). 
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4. Track Four: Active Outdoor Family Friendly 

 

• Depart the hotel and hike around the Banias, one of Israel’s most beautiful nature reserves. 
The Banias spring feeds into the Jordan River, the reserve’s large waterfall tumbles down a 33-
foot precipice year-round, a nearby cave houses remains of a temple to the Greek god Pan. In 
the wars of 1948 and 1967, when the Golan was held by Syria, the site housed a Syrian officers’ 
club. 

• Take a lively bike ride along the paths adjacent to the Upper Jordan River, as it makes its rolling 
way south.  

• Enjoy a picnic Falafel lunch  

• At a certain point, transferring our method of transportation, we enjoy a kayaking adventure 
as the river winds its way towards the Sea of Galilee.   

• Conclude at the Agamon Hahula Nature Reserve.  This fertile landscape serves as a way-station 
and home to a myriad variety of migrating birds as they make their way from the northern 
Europe and Asia towards their winter homes in Africa (and vice versa).  Experience the sight of 
literally thousands of different species of birds large and small as we transverse the expanse of 
the park in a safari wagon with a local naturalist.  Learn about the draining projects conducted 
here by Israel in its early days and their long-term effects on the local and national ecosystem. 
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5. Track Five: The Spiritual Experience  Family Friendly – moderate accessibility issues 
 

• After breakfast, have a chance to center yourself and get into the spirit of the day with a special 
outdoor meditation activity at Kfar Blum hotel.  Center on your breath and movement as you 
enlighten your body, mind, heart, and soul. 

• Drive to the mystical city of Tzfat, one of the Four Holy Cities according to tradition, and the 
birthplace of Jewish Mysticism.  

• Together with your guide, walk through the city’s narrow, winding alleys. See a selection of its 
beautiful and historic synagogues, as well as have a chance to browse through some of the 
many workshops and galleries found in the artists' quarter. 

• Next, enjoy a "couscous" lunch at the historic Tet Vav House, an ancient stone house set in the 
heart of the artists’ quarter. 

• While in Tzfat, meet with Rabbi Eyal Reiss, Director of the International Center for Tzfat 
Kabbalah for an introduction into the secrets of the Kabbalah OR participate in an interactive 
‘Sofer STaM’ workshop.  Led by an experienced scribe, learn about the secrets of Jewish 
numerology and the hidden meaning behind Hebrew letters and texts. 
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Day 5: Monday, March 23rd – Visions of the Desert – SOUTH! Exploring the Negev, 

Your Way! 
 
Participants to choose from one of the following two tracks: 
 

1. Track One: Geopolitics and Security-The Western Negev  
 

• After breakfast, travel to the "Otef Azza" (Gaza Perimeter) region.  This area has been uniquely 
affected by the Hamas terror organization and government in the Gaza Strip; its residents often 
suffering from incoming rocket fire launched from Gaza into Israel. 

• At the Kerem Shalom border crossing, see many of the hundreds of trucks which carry aid and 
supplies and which travel through Israel to the Hamas-controlled Gaza territory daily. 

• Stop at Kibbutz Nir Am, where the first terror tunnel was discovered and destroyed in the July 
'14 war.  At the Assaf Sibony memorial, view the northern Gaza Strip (visit subject to security 
conditions). Receive a briefing from Col. (Res.) Grisha Yakubovich, former Head of the Civilian 
Department in the IDF’s Coordinator of Government Activities in the Territories unit. Col. 
Yakubovich led strategic dialogue between the international community, Israel and the 
Palestinian Authority on economics, infrastructure and foreign affairs.  

• Lunch en route. 

• Visit the Yitzhak Shavit Sha’ar Hanegev School, fortified to stand up to the threat of incoming 
rockets and mortars.  Located on the outskirts of Sderot, this special school provides a safe and 
supportive environment for local youth to study in peace and security on a site which is often 
targeted for attacks by Palestinian militant factions in the Gaza Strip. While there, meet with 
teachers and students to hear about how the complex and challenging regional security 
realities impact their daily routine (subject to availability). 

• Conclude the day with a visit to Netiv Ha'Asara.  Tour this special moshav, located on the 
southern border with Gaza, and learn about the community’s drive to continue to seek for 
peace with their neighbors despite, and in the face of the frequent missile and mortar attacks 
directed at it by Hamas in Gaza.  See the moshav’s border wall which has been transformed 
into a wall of peace with unique ceramics, as well as engage in an open conversation with local 
residents about the challenges and benefits of life in the region. 

• Arrive back at your Kibbutz accommodations. 
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2. Track Two: The Great Outdoors  
 

• Traverse the sands of the Negev desert south as you travel to the development town of Mitzpe 
Ramon, located on the edge of the Ramon Crater (Machtesh Ramon). 

• Rappel down the face of the crater!  

• Afterwards, board off-road vehicles to explore the area on a 4X4 excursion. Have a chance to 
discover and learn about the intense geological forces which created it, as well as its natural 
environment, unique Israeli history, and the direction of its future.   

• Picnic lunch. 

• This afternoon, hike to the ancient Nabatean city & fortress of Avdat.  See firsthand how this 
unique and vanished civilization once flourished amongst the most difficult conditions of the 
desert and see evidence of their once vibrant wine industry by viewing their ancient wine press. 

• Arrive back at the hotel 
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Day 8: Thursday, March 26th - Jerusalem, Your Way! 
 
Participants can choose one of the following seven tracks: 
 

1. Track One: Mitzvah Track – for those celebrating Bar/Bat Mitzvah and their families  

• After breakfast, depart the hotel and head to the Old City. 

• Gather together for a special B’nai Mitzvah ceremony at the Western Wall & a light reception 
at the Herodian Quarter (subject to availability). Special ceremony locations will be provided 
to correspond to Orthodox and Pluralistic streams. 

• Visit Neot Kedumim.  Specially designed to preserve the conditions of life in the Land of Israel 
as they existed during Biblical times, Neot Kedumim simulates how the inhabitants of Israel 
lived their daily lives.  While here, perform the mitzvah of settling the Land of Israel by planting 
trees. 

• Lunch at Neot Kedumim 

• Later, drive to the historic Nachlaot neighborhood and partake in an exciting and interactive 
Scaventure Hunt.  Nachlaot is one of Jerusalem’s best kept secrets, and on this tour game, you 
will discover this colorful, surprising and eclectic neighborhood. Get to know the pioneers of 
the early Jerusalem neighborhood, make your way through alleys and you will peek into the 
Machane Yehuda market – all this while engaging with the unique Nachlaot vibe. 
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2. Track Two: Jewish Identity & Pluralism  
 

• Meet with Dana Sharon - the Social media manager at the Israel Religious Action Center, Board 
member at Women of the Wall and a rabbinic student at the Israeli at Jerusalem HUC. She Holds 
a degree in Literature from the Hebrew University, and Masters in Contemporary Jewry for the 
Schechter institute. Dana is a prominent feminist and religious activist in Jerusalem, as well as 
the former Chairperson of Jerusalem Open House for Pride and Tolerance, is a past volunteer 
of the Jerusalem Rape Crisis Center and a Former board member of the HUJI student union. 

• Visit the Max Rayne Hand in Hand School in Jerusalem.  Opened in 1998, the school's students 
form a microcosm of Jerusalem's urban diversity hailing from Jewish and Arab neighborhoods 
all over East and West Jerusalem.  The student body is religiously and ethnically diverse-Arab 
Christian, Muslim, Armenian Christian, Druze, Mizrahi Jewish, Ashkenazi Jewish, and Ethiopian 
Jews all comprise the student body where all classes are taught by co-teachers, Jewish and Arab 
in which all students learn both Hebrew and Arabic. 

• Go for a culinary tour of Jerusalem’s ultra-orthodox neighborhood of Mea Shearim. 

• This afternoon, visit the Jerusalem Open House for Pride & Tolerance.  JOH is a community 
center that provides resources for the city's LGBTQIA community, including: Affinity groups 
based on age, language, level of religious observance; subsidized one-on-one counseling; 
anonymous HIV/AIDS testing; school support; a large lending library (with many books in 
English); educational programming; organizing the annual Jerusalem March for Pride and 
Tolerance and more.  While there, meet with CEO Ofer Erez, who himself made history as 
Israel’s first openly transgender IDF officer.  
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3. Track Three: Security & Settlements  

 

• Go for a Jerusalem Seam Line tour with Col. (Res.) Dr. Dani Tirza. Col. Tirza is the General 
Manager of "Yozmot” - Consultation, Management & Guidance Company. He began his long 
military career (1977-2007) as a combat soldier and commander of regimental units in Judea 
and Samaria (1980-1994).  In 1994, Col. Tirza was appointed head of a special staff in the 
Central Command in charge of the regional and strategic planning, including planning and 
assistance to the government level, including the Prime Minister and Minister of Defense in 
their decision-making process on security and regional issues. In this capacity he was in charge 
of planning the security infrastructure and participating in the thinking teams at the Prime 
Minister’s Office, the National Security Council and the Control Terrorism Bureau, he 
participated in the Israeli delegations to the Peace Negotiations with the Palestinians as the 
expert of territorial issues and mapping. Col. Tirza was graduated as PhD in Business 
Administration from the York University, USA (2009).  As well as graduating IDF Officers 
courses, he holds a BA in Political Science from Tel Aviv University. 

• Travel south of Jerusalem to the Gush Etzion settlement bloc.  

• Lunch at the Gush Etzion Winery & meet with Mayor Oded Revivi.  From his perspective, learn 
about the rationale and meaning of the settlement movement and the challenges it faces.  Tour 
the community. 

• This afternoon, visit Roots.  Meet with locals, both Israelis and Palestinians living in the West 
Bank who struggle to carry on as normal a life as possible despite the separation fences and 
roadblocks, working together at promoting peaceful dialogue and co-existence. 
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4. Track Four: The Road to Jerusalem  Moderately physically demanding 

• Depart the hotel and travel outside of the city limits to the Jerusalem Forest. 

• Begin the day ascending the Castel Fortress, the site of a pivotal battle to free Jerusalem prior 
to the Hagana's triumphant entrance to the besieged city during Israel's War of Independence.  
During the short hike, stop at several ‘stations’ along the way which delve into some of the 
more critical aspects of the battle and events of the period. 

• Located in the foothills of the Judean Mountains, take a short hike along the path of the ‘Burma 
Road’.  Joined by Joe Perlov, discuss some of the more challenging aspects of Israel's creation 
and the effects of the 1948 War of Independence on the region’s Arab villages which once were 
and are no more.  Together, discuss the ways in which this complex and nuanced topic resonates 
on modern Jewish and Israeli identity. 

• Taste delicious wines and have lunch at Shvilim. 

• Visit the Latrun Fortress.  Once a British police station and military fort, its strategic location on 
the Tel Aviv-Jerusalem highway was once a thorn in the side of the IDF, as it remained in Arab 
hands until conquest in the Six-Day War. Today, it is home to Yad Lashiriyon, the IDF Armored 
Corps official museum and memorial featuring the world's largest collection of vintage and 
modern armored military equipment such as tanks and armored personnel carriers. 
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5. Track Five: Digging the Past-Planting the Future Family Friendly / Moderately physically 

demanding 

• Depart Jerusalem and travel to the Ella Valley. 

• Dig for a Day!  Relive history by spending some time at Beit Guvrin/Maresha, an active 
archeological dig. After a short introduction on the history and development of the site, 
descend into the dig itself and take your turn at sifting through layers of history and examining 
your finds.  

• Taste delicious wines and have lunch at one of the area’s many renowned Wineries (exact 
location TBA). 

• Visit Neot Kedumim.  Specially designed to preserve the conditions of life in the Land of Israel 
as they existed during Biblical times, Neot Kedumim simulates how the inhabitants of Israel 
lived their daily lives.  While here, perform the mitzvah of settling the Land of Israel by planting 
trees. 
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6. Track Six: The Palestinian Authority Adults Only Track 

 

• After breakfast, meet Rami Nazzal, a Palestinian Journalist, who carries a U.S. Passport, and is 

a resident of East Jerusalem and the son of Drs. Nafez and Laila Nazzal. With extensive 

journalistic experience for outlets like The New York Times, TIME, Reuters, Der Spiegel, The 

Mail on Sunday, Rami gained an insight into the cultures of the world. Attending the Anglican 

International School in West Jerusalem, and later graduating in Business Management and 

Tourism from the University of Utah in 2003, he lived in Boston for seven years before returning 

to his childhood home in Jerusalem and has worked as a journalist for TIME Magazine since 

2010.   

• Drive north to the Qalandiya checkpoint and cross to enter the Palestinian 

Territories.  Proceed along the separation barrior on the Palestinian side to visit Al-Ram and 

Dahayit Al-Barid. Learn about the impact the wall has on the local residents and nearby areas. 

Continue back to the checkpoint on the Palestinian side to observe the procedures of the 

borders leading in and out of the West Bank. 

• In Ramallah, visit a Palestinian refugee camp. 

• Next, meet with Dr. Khalil Shikaki for a discussion and overview of Palestinian politics.  Dr. 
Shikaki is a professor of political science and director of the Palestinian Center for Policy & 
Survey Research, a non-profit independent Palestinian institution and think tank of policy 
analysis and academic research (subject to availability). 

• Lunch en route 

• Later this afternoon, visit the new Palestinian city of Rawabi, a $1 billion planned community 
and the first of its kind in Palestine. Tour the amphitheater, the parks, sample units and meet 
with the project’s visionary developer and renowned Palestinian business leader Bashar Masri 
to learn about the challenges and successes of creating change on the ground in the region 
(subject to availability). 
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7. Track Seven: Jerusalem-Capital of Israel Adults Only Track 

• Walk through Israel’s largest military cemetery, Mount Herzl. Reflect on the visible testament 
of the personal sacrifice of thousands of Israelis towards the continued existence, security, and 
safety not only of Israel, but of Jews around the world.   

• Visit the Knesset-Israel's House of Parliament.  Receive an overview into the unique coalition 
system of representative democratic government which facilitates Israeli democracy, and how 
it enables a delicate balance of often opposed interests which relate to Israel's many sectors 
and their politics. While there, meet with a panel of Members of Knesset (MK’s) to delve in-
depth into some of the most current issues facing the parliamentary body (MK’s to be 
determined; subject to availability). 

• Have lunch in the Knesset Cafeteria. 

• The Supreme Court of Israel is the highest court in the land.  It has ultimate appellate 
jurisdiction over all other courts and, in some cases, original jurisdiction. Tour the Supreme 
Court of Israel.  Meet with a legal aid/ a Supreme Court Justice (subject to availability) and learn 
about Israel's unique legal heritage and judicial system based on elements of Jewish, Ottoman, 
British, and American law (subject to availability). 

• Back at the hotel, meet with Professor Reuven Hazan, Hebrew University of Jerusalem 
Department of Political Science. Professor Hazan will explain the complexities of Israeli politics 
and the differences and similarities with the US system of government.  
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Day 9: Friday, March 27th - Reflections of Collective Memory 

 
 

• Visit Yad Vashem, considered the foremost memorial to mankind’s darkest period and Israel's 
official memorial and historical museum to the victims of the Shoah. 

 
Participants can choose one of the following tracks: 
 

1. First-Time Visitors Tour of Yad Vashem (minimum age – 12) 
2. Returning Visitors Tour of Yad Vashem (minimum age – 12) 
3. Visit the Jerusalem Biblical Zoo. With a local zoologist guide, see animals from around the world 

both big and small, as well as be introduced to the many varieties of animals which call the Land 
of Israel their home.   
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Day 10: Saturday, March 28th - Shabbat in Jerusalem/Departure 

 
Special touring options include (choose one; lunch to be provided):  
 

1. Available For ‘Go North’ track participants only: Tour Masada & the Dead Sea (includes lunch at 
a Hod Dead Sea hotel).  
 

2. View the Four Quarters of the Old City from above as you experience a Ramparts Walk tour along 
the top of the actual walls of the Old City (Shomer Shabbat-friendly). 
 

3. Experience the sites of the Christian Quarter. Walk through several of the Stations of the Cross 
along the Via Dolorosa, and conclude inside the Church of the Holy Sepulcher, held by believers 
to be the site of Jesus's execution and burial. Receive interesting insights into the status of Israel's 
multi-ethnic Christian community and the issues of identity it faces as a small minority living in a 
Jewish state with a sizable Muslim minority (Shomer Shabbat-friendly). 
 

4. Visit the Israel Museum. The Museum houses encyclopedic collections, including works dating 
from prehistoric times to today. The Jewish Art and Life wings feature the most extensive holdings 
of biblical and Holy Land archaeology in the world. While here, a visit to the Shrine of the Book, 
which houses the Dead Sea Scrolls (the oldest biblical manuscripts in the world), and the model 
of Jerusalem in the Second Temple period are a must.  
 

5. Mountain Biking in the Jerusalem forest at Aminadav forest. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


